Context. Galactic dust emission is polarized at unexpectedly high levels, as revealed by Planck. Aims. The origin of the observed ≃ 20% polarization fractions can be identified by characterizing the properties of optical starlight polarization in a region with maximally polarized dust emission. Methods. We measure the R-band linear polarization of 22 stars in a region with a submillimeter polarization fraction of ≃ 20%. A subset of 6 stars is also measured in the B, V and I bands to investigate the wavelength dependence of polarization. Results. We find that starlight is polarized at correspondingly high levels. Through multiband polarimetry we find that the high polarization fractions are unlikely to arise from unusual dust properties, such as enhanced grain alignment. Instead, a favorable magnetic field geometry is the most likely explanation, and is supported by observational probes of the magnetic field morphology. The observed starlight polarization exceeds the classical upper limit of p V /E (B − V) max = 9% mag −1 and is at least as high as 13% mag −1 that was inferred from a joint analysis of Planck data, starlight polarization and reddening measurements. Thus, we confirm that the intrinsic polarizing ability of dust grains at optical wavelengths has long been underestimated.
Introduction
Sensitive submillimeter observations from the Planck satellite revealed surprisingly high levels of polarized emission from Galactic dust (Planck Collaboration Int. XIX 2015) . The observed polarization fractions in the Planck bands are higher than those anticipated by dust models consistent with starlight polarimetry (e.g., Draine & Fraisse 2009) and are challenging to reproduce with physical models (e.g., Guillet et al. 2018) .
The same grains that radiate polarized emission in the infrared induce starlight polarization in the optical, and so the magnitudes of the two effects are tightly coupled. Indeed, the 353 GHz polarization fraction p 353 and the V-band polarization per unit reddening p V /E(B − V) have a characteristic ratio of ≃1.5 mag (Planck Collaboration Int. XXI 2015; Planck Collaboration XII 2018) . However, applying this relation to the highest observed values of p 353 ≃ 20% implies starlight polarization far in excess of the classical upper limit of 9% mag −1 (Hiltner 1956; Serkowski et al. 1975) . By performing stellar polarimetry in a region with p 353 ≃ 20%, we seek to clarify the origin of the strong polarization.
If the derived p 353 is truly reflective of Galactic dust polarization and not, for instance, from over-subtraction of the Cosmic Infrared Background or Zodiacal Light (Planck Collaboration X 2016; Planck Collaboration XII 2018) , then stars in this region should be highly polarized. Strong dust emission and starlight polarization could be the result of dust with unusual polarization properties, such as enhanced grain alignment, or simply of a favorable magnetic field geometry, in which case the magnetic field is nearly in the plane of the sky and has a uniform orientation along the line of sight. To discriminate among these possibilities, we consider whether the wavelength dependence of the interstellar polarization conforms to a typical "Serkowski Law" (Serkowski et al. 1975) and whether the magnetic field orientation as probed by linear structures in HI emission (Clark 2018) is uniform along the line of sight.
In this Letter, we use RoboPol polarimetry of 22 stars within a small region to test whether stars in regions of high p 353 have p V /E(B − V) ≃ 13% mag −1 , as inferred by the analysis of Planck Collaboration XII (2018). We compare the derived E(B − V) (appendix A) to the observed optical fractional linear polarization (Section 3.1). We find that the optical polarization is in excess of the classical upper limit with p V /E(B − V) ≥ 13% mag −1 . The six stars with multi-band polarimetry show typical wavelength dependence of the polarized extinction (Section 3.2), while starlight polarization angles and HI emission data suggest a highly uniform magnetic field orientation (Section 3.3). We therefore argue that the observed p 353 ≃ 20% arises from favorable magnetic field geometry and that the classical upper limit of p V /E(B − V) max = 9% mag −1 underestimates the intrinsic polarizing efficiency of dust at optical wavelengths (Section 4). ′ . For stars with a significant detection ofp R , we show segments that form an angle θ with the Galactic reference frame (according to the IAU convention). The length of each segment is proportional to thep R of the star (measured in the R band) and a line of p = 1% is shown on the bottom left for scale. In both panels the dashed circle marks the region in which we have measured stellar polarization. The locations of stars in the observed sample are shown with black dots.
Data

RoboPol observations and Gaia distances
Optical polarization observations were conducted using the RoboPol linear polarimeter (Ramaprakash et al. 2019) . Stars were selected from the USNO-B1 catalog (Monet et al. 2003) within a 80 Fig. 1 ). We selected 22 stars brighter than 14 mag in the R band with distances out to 1.5 kpc, based on the catalog of stellar distances derived from Gaia (Bailer-Jones et al. 2018). The measurements were made in the Johnsons-Cousins R band. To investigate the wavelength dependence of polarization in the region, we observed 6 of these stars in three additional bands (B, V, I). All sources were placed at the center of the RoboPol field of view, where the instrumental systematic uncertainty is lowest.
Observations were conducted during 8 nights in the autumn of 2018. The unpolarized standard stars HD 212311, BD +32 3739, HD 14069, and G191-B2B, as well as the polarized star BD +59 389 (Schmidt et al. 1992) were observed during the same nights for calibration. In total we obtained 22 measurements of standard stars in the R band and 10 measurements in each of the B, V and I bands. We find systematic uncertainties on the fractional linear polarization of 0.16% in the R band, 0.23% in B, and 0.2% in V and I. We follow the data calibration and reduction methods described in Panopoulou et al. (2019) .
The fractional linear polarization, p, and its uncertainty, σ p , are calculated from the Stokes parameters q, u, taking into account both statistical and systematic uncertainties (as in Panopoulou et al. 2019) . Throughout the paper we use the modified asymptotic estimator proposed by Plaszczynski et al. (2014) to correct for the noise bias on p. We refer to the noisecorrected p as the debiased fractional linear polarization,p, and usep B ,p V ,p R ,p I for measurements in different bands.
The polarization angle measured with respect to the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRS): φ = 0.5 arctan(u/q) is calculated using the two-argument arctangent function. The uncertainty in φ, σ φ , is found following Naghizadeh- Khouei & Clarke (1993) . We convert φ to the polarization angle with respect to the Galactic reference frame, θ, following Panopoulou et al. (2016) . Angles in the paper conform to the IAU convention.
Ancillary data
We use the Planck maps of Stokes I, Q, U at 353 GHz that have been processed with the Generalized Needlet Internal Linear Combination (GNILC) algorithm to filter out Cosmic Infrared Background anisotropies (Planck Collaboration IV 2018). We follow the procedures outlined in Planck Collaboration XII (2018) to construct maps of the fractional linear polarization p 353 = P 353 /I, the polarized intensity P 353 = Q 2 + U 2 and the polarization angle χ 353 = 0.5 arctan(−U/Q). The maps have a resolution (FWHM) of 80 ′ and are sampled using the Hierarchical Equal Area iso-Latitude Pixelization scheme (HEALPix Górski et al. 2005 ) at a resolution nside 2048, which we downgrade to nside 128 to avoid oversampling.
To estimate the reddening, E(B − V), and its uncertainty, we make use of four different reddening maps: (2016) (PDL), which was created by fitting the dust model of Draine & Li (2007) to dust emission and renormalized to match quasar extinctions. The beam size is 5 ′ . To convert to reddening we assume a ratio of total to selective extinction R V = 3.1. 3. The reddening map of Schlegel et al. (1998) Both the SFD and G18 maps are on the same reddening scale, which must be recalibrated to match E(B − V) from the other estimates. We follow Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) to find E(B − V) = E(B − V) SFD × 0.884. We note that reddening maps are constructed by making an assumption about the reddening law 2 . The uncertainty in the reddening law alone translates into a systematic uncertainty of ∼13% for all maps used here. Additional systematic uncertainties arising, for example, from the conversion from far-infrared opacity to extinction (see e.g. Fanciullo et al. 2015) affect maps based on far-infrared emission (PG, PDL, SFD).
Finally, we use data from the Galactic L-band Feed Array HI survey (GALFA-HI), Data release 2 (Peek et al. 2018) , to obtain the HI column density and the orientation of linear structures seen in HI emission.
Results
We investigate the p 353 in the selected area in Fig. 1 (left) . The value of p 353 in this region is 22%, equivalent to the 99.5 percentile of the distribution of p 353 throughout the sky. The value of p 353 ranges from 21-23% for the range of Galactic offset values used in Planck Collaboration XII (2018) (23 − 103 µK CMB ).
Our observations in the R band yielded 17 significant detections of the fractional linear polarization (p R /σ p ≥ 3) and 5 upper limits 3 . The mean SNR inp R is 7 with values ranging from 1.5 to 12. Figure 1 (right) shows the positions of the stars on the PG map of total reddening along the line-of-sight. The stars are located in areas with E(B − V) ranging from 0.065±0.003 mag to 0.104±0.005 mag. A segment at the position of each star shows the orientation of the measured linear polarization. The distribution of θ (including only significant detections) has a mean of 109
• and a standard deviation of 5
• . In Appendix A, we examine the distribution of dust along the line of sight and find that the dominant contribution to the observed starlight polarization comes from a cloud located at 250 pc. In the following, we do not consider stars nearer than 250 pc as they are foreground and have negligible polarization.
p/E(B − V)
The correlation ofp R with E(B − V) PG for stars farther than 250 pc is shown in Figure 2 (left). All of the measurements fall above the p R = 9% E(B − V) mag −1 limit, consistent with the prediction that high levels of p 353 correspond to high levels of p/E(B − V). The best-fit line with zero intercept has a slope of 15.9±0.4% mag −1 . We note that p R and p V are expected to differ by only a few percent for typical Serkowski Law parameters (see Equation 1), and indeed p R and p V are consistent to within our measurement uncertainties for all stars with measurements of both (see Section 3.2). We therefore do not differentiate between p R /E(B − V) and p V /E(B − V).
The choice of reddening map has a significant impact on the best-fit slope (Fig. 2, right) . We find values ranging from 13.6±0.3% mag −1 (PDL) to 18.2±0.5% mag −1 (SFD). This variation reflects the unaccounted for systematic uncertainties in each of the reddening maps (see Section 2). Despite the uncertainties, all reddening estimates reject 9% mag −1 as an upper limit.
A potential systematic effect arises from the coarse angular resolution of the each reddening map compared to the scales probed by stellar measurements. We could be underestimating the true reddening if clumpy regions of high reddening are smeared out by the beam (e.g., Pereyra & Magalhães 2007) . To account for such an effect, we calculate the average E(B − V) in the observed 80 ′ region and compare it to the meanp R (found through the weighted mean q and u). The ratio of meanp R to mean E(B − V) is 15.7±0.5% mag −1 (PG), 13.4±1.8% mag −1 (PDL), 17.9±0.5% mag −1 (SFD), 14.6±1.1% mag −1 (G18). Our estimates of p V /E(B − V) appear to be higher than 13% mag −1 , inferred by Planck Collaboration XII (2018). There are a few considerations that must be taken into account for a comparison to be made. First, the derivation of p V /E(B − V) max = 13% mag −1 was based on a slightly lower p 353 (20%) than found in this region. This would allow for slightly higher values of p V /E(B − V). Second, since we do not subtract possible background reddening for stars that are nearer than 600 pc (where the dust column saturates, see Appendix A), we are overestimating the reddening towards these stars and therefore our derivations of p V /E(B−V) are lower limits. By taking into account this fact, and the systematic uncertainty in the A&A proofs: manuscript no. aanda reddening law (Section 2), we can place a conservative lower limit on p V /E(B − V) max of 13% mag −1 (G18). It is interesting to compare the average emission-toextinction polarization ratios R P/p = P 353 /p R and R S /V = 3.1/1.086 p 353 /[p V /E(B − V)] in this region to those found over the larger sky area used in Planck Collaboration XII (2018). As we only have one independent measurement of P 353 in the region, we calculate R P/p as the ratio of P 353 to the meanp R (and similarly for R S /V ). The value of R S /V inherits the large uncertainties from the determination of E(B − V). We find R S /V of 3.9±0.1 (PG), 4.6±0.6 (PDL), 3.4±0.1 (SFD), 4.2±0.3 (G18). This is consistent with 4.2±0.5 found in Planck Collaboration XII (2018). In contrast, we can place much stronger constraints on our estimate of R P/p . We find this ratio to be 4.1 ± 0.1 MJy sr −1 , lower than that of ∼5.4 found in Planck Collaboration XII (2018) for the hydrogen column density in this region. Further investigation is required to understand the cause of this difference.
Wavelength dependence of polarization
The wavelength dependence of the optical polarized extinction p opt is often parameterized as (Serkowski et al 1975) :
where p opt has a maximum value of p max at wavelength λ max and K is a parameter governing the width of the profile. Figure 3 shows the measured fractional linear polarization as a function of wavelength for the 6 stars measured in the B, V, R and I bands. Fixing K = 1.15 (Serkowski et al. 1975 ) and leaving λ max and p max as free parameters, we fit the six polarization profiles to Equation 1 using weighted least-squares. The fit λ max are in the range 580±46 nm to 643±34 nm, while the fit p max are in the range 0.9% − 1.7%. Although limited by the uncertainties of the measurements, we find no evidence for substantial differences between the best-fit value of λ max in this sample compared to canonical values (Serkowski et al. 1975) . If grain alignment were unusually efficient in this region with smaller grains able to be aligned, we might have expected a shift of λ max toward shorter wavelengths than the typical 550 nm (Martin et al. 1999 ). This is not observed.
Magnetic field morphology
If the magnetic field morphology is responsible for the high submillimeter polarization fractions, then any region with high p 353 should have a magnetic field that lies mostly in the plane of the sky with no substantial change in orientation either along the line of sight or within the beam.
The orientation of the magnetic field as projected on the plane of the sky is probed by the optical polarization angle θ R as well as the submillimeter polarization angle rotated by 90
• .
Within an 80
′ beam centered on this region we find χ 353 + 90 • = 112.8 ± 0.6
• . The polarization angles inferred from stellar polarimery do not vary significantly across the region (Figure 4 , left). The standard deviation of the distribution of θ R is consistent with arising from measurement uncertainties, suggesting little beam depolarization.
Linear structures seen in HI have also been shown to trace the interstellar magnetic field (Clark et al. 2014) . Recently, Clark (2018) proposed that changes in the orientation of these structures in velocity space can be used to probe variations of the magnetic field orientation along the line of sight. By applying the Rolling Hough Transform (RHT) to maps of the HI emission as in Clark et al. (2014) , Peek et al. (2018) quantify the orientation of HI structures for different velocity channels for the entire GALFA-HI footprint. Figure 4 illustrates the probability density function of the orientation angle θ RHT of linear HI structures in our selected region for different velocity channels. The mean θ RHT cover a small range (99
• − 107 • ), as expected if the magnetic field exhibits minimal variation along the sightline.
Concluding remarks
We have investigated the properties of starlight polarization in a region where p 353 ≃ 20%, with the goal of understanding the origin of these high levels of polarization. We have found that stars tracing the entire dust column show high p V /E(B − V), significantly exceeding the classical upper limit of 9% mag −1 . The stellar polarimetry and the HI data suggest a well-ordered magnetic field both across the region and along the line of sight. The wavelength dependence of the optical polarization is consistent with a standard Serkowski Law with no shift in λ max to shorter wavelengths as might be expected if efficient grain alignment extended to unusually small grain sizes.
Although the studied region has unusually high p 353 , it appears typical in both the wavelength dependence of the optical polarization and in the ratio of polarized emission to polarized extinction. Thus, there is no clear indication that the high polarization fractions are attributable to dust properties such as enhanced alignment or unusual composition. Rather, our analysis favors a scenario in which the observed high p 353 and p V /E(B−V) arise simply from a favorable magnetic field geometry. This extends the conclusion of Planck Collaboration Int. XX (2015) that the the magnetic field morphology can account for the observed polarized emission properties, even in the highest p 353 regions of the sky.
Our findings show that the 13% mag −1 inferred by Planck Collaboration XII (2018) is likely a lower limit on the true p V /E(B − V) max , confirming that the classical upper limit of p V /E(B − V) ≤ 9% mag −1 should be revised. Further progress calls for more accurate determination of stellar E(B − V).
Finally, we note that the observed region is not unique in its unusually high p V /E(B − V), with other highly polarized stars reported elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Whittet et al. 1994 • from Planck at 80 ′ resolution. Right: Probability density functions of the orientation of linear HI structures (θ RHT ) for different velocity ranges (shown on the right). We only consider velocity ranges within the peak of the HI intensity spectrum. The filled circles in the bottom mark the mean value, θ RHT for each velocity range. All angles are measured in the Galactic reference frame, according to the IAU convention. Frisch et al. 2015; Panopoulou et al. 2015; Skalidis et al. 2018; Planck Collaboration XII 2018; Panopoulou et al. 2019) . However, as discussed in Section 3.1, the determination of p V /E(B − V) is limited in large part by accurate determination of interstellar reddening. For instance, Gontcharov & Mosenkov (2019) find that the same sample of nearby stars may reject the classical [p V /E(B − V)] max limit or not, depending on the choice of reddening map. Through polarimetry of many stars in a single region of high submillimeter polarization, we have shown that the mean p V /E(B−V) in the region is inconsistent with an upper limit of 9% mag −1 regardless of which reddening map is used.
A&A proofs: manuscript no. aanda Appendix A: The distribution of dust along the line of sight Figure A .1 shows the dependence ofp R with distance. Polarization is very low for the nearest 4 stars in our sample. For all stars within 250 pc we have obtained only (2σ) upper limits onp R of 0.6% or lower. At distances farther than that of the fourth star (235±3 pc) we find highly significant detections ofp R with a mean of 1.3%. This abrupt change strongly suggests that there is a dust component (cloud) located at a distance between that of the fourth and fifth nearest star. If we take into account the distance of the fifth nearest star (263 ± 5 pc) we can place conservative limits on the cloud distance of 232 − 268 pc. We adopt 250 pc as our estimate of the distance to this cloud. 
